State COVID-Operation Snapshot for Utah

While Utah had never imposed a stay at home order, the state is now operating under a “moderate risk” posture that allows for some reopenings of business in the state.

The current posture allows for limited in-person retail and dine-in service at restaurants, among other changes.

Utah had previously operated under a “high risk” posture that imposed more limitations on those businesses and other industries, with general exceptions for essential businesses including manufacturing.

Utah had previously recommended residents stay at home, and imposed requirements that out of state travelers register upon arrival in the state (which is now expired).

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
- Utah Leads Together Reopening Plan — Learn More
- Utah Leads Together Economic Plan — Click Here
- Utah Guidelines for Phased Reopening — Visit Here
- Utah March 28 Stay at Home Recommendation (Expired) — Click Here
- April 9 Utah Travel Restrictions (Expired) — Learn More
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